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Abstract. This paper proposes guidelines for the design of embodied
social agents endowed with cognitive planning capabilities to be used in
the context of persuasive multimodal interaction. Cognitive planning is
the kind of planning aimed at finding and then executing an informative
plan with the goal of influencing the cognitive state or the behavior of
the interlocutor.

1 Introduction

An agent’s cognitive state encompasses its epistemic attitudes (e.g., beliefs and
opinions), motivational attitudes (e.g., desires, moral values, preferences and
intentions) and emotions. Their causal relationships as well as their causal influ-
ence on the agent’s behavior are objects of study in cognitive psychology [1] and
philosophy of mind [32]. Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of these
causal relationships. For instance,

– the agent’s preferences causally depend on both its endogenous intrinsic
motivations (alias desires) and ethical values;

– the agent’s intentions are the output of its decision-making process and
causally depend on its beliefs and preferences;

– the agent’s emotions are triggered by its beliefs, desires and moral concerns;
– the agent’s emotions may affect its behavior by bypassing its deliberation

process (e.g., fear triggered by the perception of a danger can cause an
automatic response of escape).

Cognitive planning consists in an agent (the influencer) trying to find and
then execute a plan aimed at changing the cognitive state or the behavior of
another agent (the influenced or target agent). The concept of cognitive plan-
ning lies at the intersection between AI, cognitive sciences, social psychology and
ethics. Thus, to be properly understood, it has to be investigated from an inter-
disciplinary perspective. From a human science point of view, cognitive planning
is intimately related to theories of persuasion, social influence, nudging and atti-
tude change [30, 8, 34]. From an AI point of view, cognitive planning can be seen
as a generalization of epistemic planning [2, 27]. It is not merely a belief state
that the planning agent tries to induce but, more generally, a cognitive state or
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Fig. 1. Cognitive architecture [20]

a behavior of the target agent. The goal of the planning agent is not necessarily
communicative in the Gricean sense [15]. Moreover, the kind of communication
involved in cognitive planning could be purely behavioral [4] without the use of
a codified (verbal or non-verbal) language. For example, to dissuade Bob from
disturbing her, Ann can decide to leave her office door ajar. Ann has not neces-
sarily a communicative goal or intention. She may simply want Bob not to knock
on her office door. To achieve her goal, she relies on Bob’s deductive capabilities.
Specifically, she knows that if Bob sees that the door is ajar, he will infer that
Ann is busy and, consequently, he will refrain from knocking on the door since
he does not want to disturb her when she is busy.

Cognitive planning has also several important ethical implications since build-
ing an artificial system with sophisticated persuasive capabilities can be poten-
tially risky (e.g., the system could engage in a manipulative behavior or induce
others to do dangerous or illegal actions or persuade them into false beliefs).

In this paper, we situate cognitive planning in the context of a human-
machine interaction (HMI) in which the influencer is an artificial communicative
agent and the target agent is a human. In particular, our aim is to provide
the guidelines for designing, formalizing and then implementing an embodied
agent endowed with cognitive planning and normative reasoning capabilities to
be used in the context of persuasive multimodal interaction. We will show that
in order to develop such agent for HMI applications, it is necessary to integrate
logic-based automated reasoning with machine learning techniques in a princi-
pled manner at different levels of the design process. The paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we offer a bird eye view of the overall methodology. Then,
we illustrate how cognitive planning can be modeled and automated in an arti-
ficial agent using logic-based methods (Section 3), and how to relate cognitive
planning to a psychological theory of attitude change in the context of persua-
sive verbal communication (Section 4). Then, in Section 5, we move from verbal
to non-verbal communication: we explain how to use machine learning methods
to identify the degree of persuasiveness of a non-verbal message and to endow
the agent with persuasive non-verbal capabilities. Finally, Section 6 is devoted
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to the problem of evaluating the persuasiveness of a virtual agent. In Section 7,
we conclude by illustrating some challenges for future research.

2 Methodological foundation

Figure 2 schematically presents a general methodology for designing cognitive
planning systems for persuasive multimodal interaction. The integration of ver-
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Fig. 2. Overview of the methodology

bal and non-verbal communication is a key feature of the methodology. Indeed,
several research studies, particularly in the human-human interaction field, have
explored the efficiency of behavioral cues to increase persuasiveness (e.g. [3]). In
the domain of virtual agents, empirical research has shown the importance of
combining non-verbal cues with verbal ones to create a persuasive virtual agent
[13, 7]. On the verbal side, the agent should be able to generate and put into
place dialogue plans depending on the context of interaction. Such functionality
of the artificial agent can be be achieved satisfactorily by leveraging on logic-
based reasoning and planning methods. On the non-verbal side, it is crucial to
identify the multimodal cues that should be coupled with the agent’s dialogue
moves to increase the persuasiveness of its message. This necessarily requires an
empirical analysis.

There is an important difference between the two levels. While the agent’s
generation of dialogue plans relies on psychological theories (top-down approach),
the specification of the non-verbal behavior is grounded on an empirical corpus-
based analysis (bottom-up approach). This difference is justified by two aspects.
On the one hand, there is no well-established theory of non-verbal persuasive
communication which clearly identifies the behavioral signals (types, duration,
frequencies, combinations) increasing the persuasiveness of the message. Thus,
we can only exploit inductive methods, namely, apply machine learning methods
to an existing corpus of non-verbal communication in order to predict the per-
suasiveness of non-verbal signals. On the other hand, we have well-established
psychological theories and methods validated by experts for attitude change and
persuasion based on verbal communication. Thus, we can rely on them to attain
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a fine-grained control of the verbal output by the cognitive planning agent. In
particular, for the planning agent to be able to generate effective persuasion or
influence plans, it should have both i) information about the target agent’s over-
all cognitive state as well as ii) a theory of the causal relationships between the
target agent’s epistemic and motivational attitudes, emotions and behavior. The
latter is usually called Theory of Mind (ToM) [14] and should be grounded on a
well-established psychological theory. A crucial step of the design process is to
develop a formal language with the right expressiveness to be able to formalize
the cognitive state of the target agent as well as the principles of the psycho-
logical theory. Such language will be then used to specify the theory-grounded
planning algorithm of the artificial agent, namely, the generative component of
its verbal communication. The formal model will also be used to formalize the
normative and ethical requirements with which the agent is expected to comply,
during its interaction with the human. This is to guarantee that it will behave
ethically and will refrain from performing obnoxious actions. The norm-aligned
verbal behavior generated by the planning module should be appropriately cou-
pled and synchronized with the agent’s non-verbal behavior. A user perceptive
study should be conducted at the end of the process to evaluate the effectiveness
and persuasiveness of the agent’s multimodal communication.

In the rest of the paper, we will illustrate the methodology in more detail
partially drawing on the experience of a project we have worked on over the last
few years. The name of the project is CoPains (Cognitive Planning in Persuasive
Multimodal Communication)4. The work carried out in the project covers only
some aspects of the methodology sketched in Figure 2 and of the integration
between logic and machine learning which, as underlined in the introduction,
we deem fundamental. For instance, the normative and ethical aspects of cogni-
tive planning and persuasive communication were not explored in detail in the
CoPains project. Therefore, we will not focus on them in the rest of the article.

3 Formal model of cognitive planning

In the CoPains project we generalized epistemic planning, in which only epis-
temic attitudes (beliefs and knowledge) of agents are modeled, to cognitive plan-
ning in which the global cognitive state of the target agent is taken into consid-
eration and influenced by the planning agent. A logical language for cognitive
planning was developed [10]. The language builds on previous work in epis-
temic logic in which multi-relational Kripke models are replaced by knowledge
bases, in order to facilitate the modeling and implementation of artificial ratio-
nal agents endowed with cognitive attitudes and with a theory of mind [21, 25,
23, 22, 24]. The main advantage of knowledge bases over Kripke models is their
computational groundedness and succinctness which make them well-suited for
implementation in multi-agent applications. We explored a variety of algorith-
mic solutions for implementing cognitive planning in an artificial conversational
agent including a SAT-based approach and a QBF-based approach. We combined
4 https://www.irit.fr/CoPains/
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the logic-based cognitive planning module of the conversational agent with its
belief revision module. This step was key to come up with a conversational agent
that is able to deal with the two fundamental aspects of dialogue, namely, to
compute a communicative action or plan and to revise its beliefs in the light of
the interlocutor’s response.

Two applications were explored during the CoPains project: the first one in
the domain of sport recommendation, and a second one in the domain of human-
machine collaborative gaming. In the first application, the artificial agent has
to motivate the human to practice a physical activity regularly and to help her
to find the sport that best suits her preferences and needs. In the second ap-
plication, the agent has to play a collaborative card game with the human in
which reasoning about the human’s beliefs and performing informative actions
aimed at changing her beliefs play a crucial role. Here, we focus on the first
application whose details can be found in [26]. In the next section we will show
how the psychological theory of attitude change was imported into the formal
model of cognitive planning to endow the agent with an in-depth and theoreti-
cally grounded knowledge of how to motivate the human to engage in a regular
physical activity. More details about the second application can be found in [19,
11].

4 Formalization of the psychological theory

There exists numerous psychological theories in the literature that could serve as
a basis for designing the persuasive verbal behavior of an artificial agent whose
ultimate goal is to induce attitude or behavior change in its human interlocu-
tor. In the CoPains project we relied on Motivational Interviewing (MI) [28],
a counseling method aimed at empowering the individual by raising her abil-
ity to recognize her internal motivators, make reflected decisions and monitor
their progress. MI is based on motivation theories to convert the willingness to
change into intention and action [16]. The MI communication process leads the
person to explore her values, feelings and beliefs about the risky behavior so
as to resolve any ambivalence that may arise between desires and inhibitors of
change. Throughout the conversation, the MI practitioner infuses a collabora-
tive spirit (partnership) with a non-judgmental and accurate empathetic stance
(acceptance). Resolving conflicting motivations through evocation is a central
component of MI. Thus, the interviewer’s attitude should reflect compassion,
respect the interlocutor’s opinions and state of readiness to change, avoiding the
temptation to give a premature advice. It assumes that people progressively go
through various states of mind throughout the process. At the beginning of a
session, an individual may express more thoughts in favor of the old habit than
the desired one (called sustain talk). The success of the intervention resides in
the practitioner’s ability to highlight that the weight of the benefits of change is
greater than the status quo using the client’s own arguments.

Most psychological theories of attitude change and persuasion, including MI,
make use of “mentalistic” concepts such as belief, desire, preference and inten-
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tion, so-called cognitive attitudes, and explain human behavior in the light of
these cognitive attitudes. For this reason, the language and algorithm of cogni-
tive planning described in Section 3, in which cognitive attitudes are explicitly
represented, have proven to be particularly suitable for formalizing the MI the-
ory and making it operational. They were used to make the artificial planning
agent capable of i) ascribing and reasoning about the cognitive attitudes of the
human, and ii) predicting the effects of its informative actions on the human’s
cognitive state and behavior, in accordance with the psychological theory. For
example, in light of the MI theory, the agent knows that the first step in moti-
vating the human to practice regular physical activity is to make her aware of
the fact that her sedentary lifestyle is in conflict with her goal of being healthy.

As emphasized in Section 2, the psychological theory and its encoding in the
formal model of cognitive planning only handle the verbal aspect of persuasive
communication. To handle the non-verbal aspect, we mainly relied on machine
learning methods which is what we report in the next section.

5 Persuasive non-verbal behavior

Developing a persuasive behavior model implies several challenges, and in par-
ticular the precise identification of the behavioral cues associated to persuasion.
Indeed, even if the literature in psychology highlights certain cues, the existing
research is not sufficient to create a computational model of non-verbal persua-
sive behavior. One method to identify how a virtual agent should behave to be
perceived as persuasive consists in exploring the persuasiveness of human com-
munication in audiovisual corpora. Machine learning techniques are particularly
relevant for this task, provided that a corpus with annotations of perceived per-
suasiveness is available. The POM corpus [29] is, to the best of our knowledge,
the only multimedia corpus with annotations of perceived persuasiveness. The
POM corpus contains web videos of individuals discussing diverse topics in front
of a camera. In a machine learning approach, particular attention must be paid
to the interpretability of the model to be able to identify features that can be
easily understood and controlled on virtual agents. Different classifiers could be
considered such as the traditional SVMs or Random Forests particularly suitable
to handle high-dimensional data with a high generalization power [12, 31]. In the
CoPains project, we have explored different sets of features and classifiers on the
POM corpus to identify the important behavioral cues of persuasion including
facial expressions (AUs), head movements and vocal cues [6].

Once the behavioral cues of persuasion have been identified, the next step
is to construct the computational model to automatically generate the behavior
of a persuasive virtual character. In the CoPains project, on the basis of the
persuasive behavioral cues identified from the POM corpus, we have proposed a
dictionary to establish reference points that reflect persuasive non-verbal behav-
ior. A convolution-based model, based on this dictionary, was then developed and
integrated in a tool to compute the persuasive behavior of the virtual agent based
on a video of a neutral face. The tool that we have developed, called THRUST
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(from neuTral Human face to peRsUaSive virTual face), automatically generates
the head movements and facial expressions of a persuasive virtual character. The
tool is designed to automatically convert a human’s video into a video of a vir-
tual character that exhibits a persuasive non-verbal behavior. Specifically, the
tool extracts automatically the human’s head movements and facial expressions,
applies modifications based on a proposed computational model, and reproduces
the resulting head and facial movements on a virtual face. In the next section,
we deal with the issue of evaluating the persuasiveness of a virtual agent.

6 Evaluation of virtual persuasiveness

The persuasiveness of a virtual character’s behavior must be evaluated through
subjective and objective measures. The subjective evaluation refers to the per-
ception of the agent’s persuasiveness and believability whereas objective eval-
uation aims at assessing the change in the user’s attitude (see, e.g., [33]). The
importance of the subjective evaluation must not be underestimated. It consists
in measuring to which degree the behavior of the agent is perceived by users
as a persuasive behavior. The most popular method for this consists in asking
participants to watch pre-recorded videos of the agent interacting with a user
and to indicate their perception through direct questions on the virtual speaker’s
persuasiveness (e.g. “Did you find the character in the video persuasive?”). The
advantage of such videos is twofold. First, it is easier to build an online experi-
mentation and access enough participants for statistical evaluation of the results
(which is always a difficulty in subjective studies). Secondly, we can verify that
the videos are correctly classified as persuasive or non-persuasive by the classifier
described in Section 5. However, the real challenge is to conduct the evaluation
in a situation in which the user interacts actively with the virtual agent and not
just passively by watching videos. This can be difficult to achieve in practice.

Note that in all cases, a control condition must also be built, in which the
agent does not include any persuasive component: the verbal behavior simply
follows a predefined list of questions and the non-verbal behavior uses either no
transformation or randomly generated non-verbal cues. The subjective evalua-
tion then validates the proposed approach showing that the videos or interaction
sessions are perceived as significantly more persuasive than the ones obtained
without the model. Testing each modality separately is also interesting to under-
stand what is most important in the user’s perception. However, it increases the
number of conditions, and by consequence the number of required participants
(the standard is to have a minimum of 30 participants per condition). It is also
recommended that we evaluate the virtual agents’ behavior considering different
human videos as input, both female and male, to show that the model provides
persuasive output whatever human is in the input video and whatever agent gen-
der in output. Videos generated with virtual agents with different appearances
must be evaluated to completely assess the efficiency of the model.

The objective evaluation also raises several challenges by itself. Two different
things can be objectively measured: the behaviour change intention (declara-
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tive/subjective measure) after the intervention, and the actual behavior change
in the long term with objective measures (e.g. number of steps per day, time of
physical activity per week, etc.). In the CoPains project, we measured physical
activity through the Global Physical Activity Questionnaire (GPAQ) endorsed
by the World Health Organization [5]. This measure of the activity planning
gives some view of the intention to change. We also measured the self-efficacy
feeling [17], i.e., the individual’s belief in his or her capacity to produce specific
attainments (in our case, having a regular physical activity).

The real challenge however, we did not address in the CoPains project, is to
conduct ecological studies, i.e., having people use the agent outside of the labora-
tory. Such evaluation situation is prone to system errors (bugs or misconception),
irregular use of the system by the other, or other external disruptions. In such
ecological conditions, the interaction with the persuasive agent can have a sig-
nificant positive effect on barrier self-efficacy, but only a limited one on activity
planning [18]. This remains however the ultimate goal of persuasive agents.

7 Challenge

We conclude by briefly discussing a crucial challenge for future research: the
integration of cognitive planning and Large Language Models (LLMs).

Conversational agents based on LLMs exhibit extraordinary capacities to
understand the human interlocutor’s utterances and to interact with her in a
meaningful and informative way. Nonetheless, they have no representation of
the human’s cognitive state and have no control on the effects of their actions on
it, e.g., on the emotions and stress they may induce in the human. This is what
the cognitive planning approach provides: a top-down goal-driven approach to
communication in which what the agent should do/not do in a given situation de-
pends on its representation of the human interlocutor’s cognitive state and on its
theory of the interlocutor’s mind. So, a crucial challenge is to combine logic-based
cognitive planning models with LLMs for natural language processing (NLP) to
be able to exploit the potentialities of both approaches. This challenge is partic-
ularly timely, as recent LLM-based agents [35] offer some promising perspectives
of integration between logic-based models and natural language communication.
The integration can occur at both levels, the reception and the transmission
level. For example, it is in principle possible to request to the LLM to extract a
formal representation of the human’s natural language utterance which can then
be processed by the agent’s logic-based reasoning module. The planning module
can then compute the high-level informative act in response to the user’s mes-
sage which can in turn be transformed, using a second request to the LLM, into
a contextualized natural language utterance. Additionally, sentiment analysis
models [9] could be exploited to analyze the emotional content of the generated
utterance (e.g., to verify the absence of “stressful” markers and expressions).
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